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Educational theories of situated cognition suggest that knowledge is embedded in practice and
tied to the ways in which it is applied. Substantial research in a diversity of fields suggests that
being successful in a skilled profession requires ways of knowing and doing that are unique to
the context of that profession, and present in practitioners. Similar research has not been
conducted in transportation engineering. The purpose of this study is to characterize embedded
knowledge of sight distance and stopping sight distance in instructors and engineers and
similarly examine course materials. Individual interviews were conducted with 29 engineering
practitioners and with 19 transportation engineering instructors. Course notes from a selection of
instructors as well as three commonly used textbooks were analyzed. Although instructors and
practitioners expressed similar content knowledge, there were significant differences in the
context in which it was embedded. The engineering practitioners used and referred to a variety
of resources, including software, local and state manuals, and specific experiences, while the
instructors primarily spoke in a more abstract context, or referred to textbooks. Finally, engineers
discussed methods of mitigating for the inability to meet minimum sight distance design criteria,
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but this was not found in course notes or textbooks. This research strongly suggests that contextdependent embedded knowledge exists in transportation engineering and that efforts are
necessary to integrate this knowledge in the curriculum.

Recommendations are made to

encourage the development of embedded knowledge, including direction of future research
required to better understand how practicing engineers use their knowledge.
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INTRODUCTION
Numerous studies have evaluated the conceptual understanding of students within engineering
and science disciplines and found that students can perform simple calculations but lack
fundamental understandings of core concepts (1,2). Compounding this problem, engineering
education researchers and engineering practitioners have been concerned about the lack of
embedded and practical knowledge present in graduating engineering students. Engineering
firms commonly have to train students when they enter the workforce, particularly in the areas of
engineering design and how to be a functioning practitioner. This has led to substantial efforts
attempting to reform engineering education and to more functionally define the skills and
capabilities required of the modern engineer. (3,4).
Educational researchers have long recognized the importance of context in determining
how concepts are learned, and therefore how they can be applied in engineering. For example,
researchers talk about “embedded knowledge,” which refers to not only the knowledge that
relates to engineering, but also the ways of thinking and knowing that are characteristic of
engineers (5). The embedded knowledge of engineers (their knowledge as well as the context in
which they use and think about that knowledge) needs to be well understood in order to best
prepare students to be practicing engineers. This is an important focus of this paper, which
investigates how knowledge about geometric design is embedded for practicing engineers and in
the engineering classroom.
Embedded Conceptual Situated Knowledge
Learning theorists in situated cognition suggest that knowledge exists as an interaction between
the knower and the contexts in which it is applied, and not solely in the mind (6-8). If knowledge
is situated or embedded in a context and the application of that knowledge is dependent on that
1

context, then students need to learn the concepts of the discipline in applied and situated
contexts. As an example, Brown (6) found that about 5000 new words could be learned in a year
if they were embedded in context, while only 200 words could be learned without an organizing
context.
Substantial research has been done investigating embedded or situated knowledge in
fields such as law, medicine, sailing, and copy machine repair (7). This research has resulted in
broad ways of thinking about what it means to be a participant in a particular field and the
relationship between practice and preparation for practice (9-11). A primary finding in this
research is that embedded knowledge is vitally important for success in many professions. As
one example among many, a study of naval quartermasters found that some chiefs prefer to
receive new personnel that had not been formally trained (12). The study found that formally
trained individuals typically formed misconceptions during schooling that were more difficult to
correct than individuals who did not have any prior formal navigation training. Although this is
a somewhat extreme example, it supports the general finding in this research that graduates may
be lacking some necessary skills and knowledge because their learning occurs in a context which
is vastly different from what they will encounter in their professions. The preparation of medical
doctors provides a familiar example from a highly skilled, technical professional field. The
education and training of medical doctors emphasizes the development of embedded knowledge
with a combination of problem-based learning through case studies (13), and learning in
professional contexts through residencies and internships.

This emphasis on developing

embedded knowledge results in new doctors whose on-the-job competence is sufficient to be
successful in a profession where mistakes can cause direct harm to other people.
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Considering the importance of embedded knowledge in training competent engineers,
there is a troubling lack of information about the embedded knowledge of engineering
practitioners. However, it is certain that embedded knowledge exists in civil engineering and
that syntheses of this knowledge and its presence in engineering learning materials would be
valuable to the field. Embedded knowledge may even be more important in the case of civil
engineers than other professions due to the unique ways engineers are asked to apply knowledge
in diverse and challenging contexts, while protecting human health and welfare (14,15).
Research on embedded knowledge can focus on a variety of types of knowledge. For
example, the study of quartermasters generally focused on procedural knowledge. To address
the evidence of low conceptual understanding and concerns of the lack of the embedded
engineering knowledge, this study will focus on conceptual understanding, which is a person’s
fundamental understanding of core concepts. Conceptual understanding can be described as a
robust and transferable understanding, or the ability to apply the concept in a variety of contexts
(1).

The focus of this study is on embedded conceptual understandings in transportation

engineering.
Purpose of Study
This paper has two goals. One goal is to explore how transportation engineering faculty and
practitioners think about and apply knowledge of sight distance (SD) and stopping sight distance
(SSD) in geometric design. The second goal is to compare this knowledge with instructors’
course notes, textbooks, and reflections of how they teach these concepts, in a selection of
introduction to transportation engineering courses. SD and SSD were chosen because they are
core concepts in geometric design.
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METHODOLOGY
Engineers and instructors were interviewed and the resulting data were analyzed to categorize
embedded knowledge of SD and SSD within geometric design.
Participant selection
Transportation engineers from around the Pacific Northwest and faculty and instructors
(collectively referred to as instructors from this point forward) who teach entry-level
transportation engineering courses around the country were asked to participate in this project;
29 engineers and 19 instructors accepted the offer. Additionally, 10 instructors’ course notes
were analyzed along with 3 popular textbooks mentioned by many of the instructors.
In an effort to create as complete a representation as possible of engineers’ and
instructors’ understanding levels of geometric design concepts, diversity in participants was
crucial to the project. This objective was accomplished by interviewing engineers from private
and public sectors within four states having varying types of education and background.
Engineers interviewed had between 3 and 33 years work experience. A range of instructors were
interviewed: from early-career instructors to full professors; teaching at public and private
institutions, small colleges and large universities; and having 1 to 17 years of engineering work
experience.
Sample size in qualitative research projects is determined using the concept of saturation
(16,17). Saturation occurs when new interviews do not provide additional data over previously
conducted interviews and can require between 5 and 50 interviews, depending on the interview
content and research focus (17). Guest et al. suggest that over 90% of findings can be recognized
with as little as 12 interviews (18). Saturation is determined by examining later interviews for
consistency in findings with previous interviews and is reached when no new data are found.
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While the data set for this project includes only a small percentage of instructors and engineers in
the country, saturation was reached with this sample (29 engineers and 19 instructors). In total,
data collected translated to nearly 400 pages of transcriptions, 300 pages of notes, and 50 pages
within 3 textbooks.
Interview Protocol
The interview protocol and the implementation of the interviews were designed to achieve three
purposes: to provide multiple opportunities for participants to fully articulate their
understandings of SD an SSD (19); to elicit evidence of the context in which participants embed
this knowledge (8); and to access conceptual fundamentals underlying the application of the
knowledge (20). Interviews utilized a clinical approach (21,22), with open-ended questions (17),
where individuals’ reasoning and understanding of SD and SSD were elicited through multiple
pathways and probes. The semi-structured (23,24) interview protocol was designed to determine
engineers’ and instructors’ understandings of SD and SSD as they relate to geometric design.
The questions asked were focused on fundamental concepts as to result in data where engineers’
and instructors’ understandings of each concept, on a fundamental level, could be compared. The
probing clinical approach frustrated some participants as they felt the interview questions were
somewhat repetitive. It proved worthwhile, however, as many participants attempted to clarify
their responses, which allowed the interviewer to uncover small changes in context and instances
of embedded situated knowledge. Interview questions and probes used to help lead conversation
are shown in Table 1.
Interviews began by encouraging participants to talk about their education, background,
and experience. The body of the interview was composed of two sets of similar open-ended
questions; one set relating to SD and the other relating to SSD. The questions asked participants
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to describe concepts, explain how they see these concepts used, and to speak of the level of
importance they feel these concepts hold in transportation engineering. Additionally, engineers
were asked to discuss a project they had worked on where SD and SSD had an integral, or
particularly challenging, role in the project. Instructors were asked to describe how they address
SD and SSD in their course and to discuss any methods of teaching that may differ from a
traditional lecture style. At the conclusion of the interview, instructors were asked if they would
provide a copy of their course notes. Of the 19 instructors interviewed, 10 instructors’ notes were
collected. The other 9 instructors were responsive to the idea of sharing their notes, but either
could not easily access their notes or never sent them via email. The intention of asking for this
information was to attempt to gain further insights as to how faculty implement curriculum as it
is relates to SD and SSD.
Interviews were designed to last approximately 30 minutes and were conducted at the
office of the participant, or if travel was not feasible, via telephone. In order to ensure that the
phone interviews were truly equivalent to those conducted face-to-face, they were compared in
terms of length of audio files and by word count of the transcriptions. Also, during the data
analysis process, answers from phone interviews were compared, as a group, to those from faceto-face interviews. No differences were noted. Some questions were worded slightly differently
for the instructors than for the engineers to access their approaches to teaching the concepts.
However, instructors were also provided with opportunities to talk about SD and SSD in the
context of engineering design.
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TABLE 1 Example Interview Questions
Main Questions
Tell me a little about yourself: where
you went to school, when you graduated
and how your career has progressed
since then
How would you describe SD/SSD to an
entry-level engineer (to a student)?

How do you (teach your students to)
determine SD/SSD?

What references do you use to
determine SD/SSD (in the classroom)?

What role does SD/SSD play in
geometric design?
Is SD/SSD more or less important in
horizontal curves than vertical curves?
Could you tell me about a project you
worked on where SD/SSD became an
integral or interesting part of the
project?

Sub-Question/Probes
What type of projects do you work on?
What courses do you teach?
Does it include any variables?
What is your personal definition?
What calculations do you use to determine SD?
Where do you find these calculations?
Is there only one way you determine SD?
Do you use software to determine SD?
Have you ever used any other software?
How do you use the software?
What information does the software tell you?
Do you ever use AASHTO?
Is there any other manual you use?
Do you use a state manual?
Is your state/city manual based off other
specifications?
Is it important for safety or to meet design
regulations?
Is it a large role or is it just a contingency you
check at the end of the calculations?
What makes one more important than the other?
Why do you say they are equal?
How did you approach this issue?
Is this a common issue?

Analysis of Interview Transcriptions
The interviews were audio recorded, transcribed, and analyzed with the qualitative research
program NVivo (25), a software program used in qualitative research to help store, organize, and
analyze data using methodologies from the field (26). Audio files, transcriptions of audio files,
and PDFs of course notes were uploaded into the program. Themes in the data were coded. For
example, the answer each engineer gave to the question how would you describe SD? was coded
7

as ENGR Describe SD: a first-pass code. Second-pass codes were then developed. For example,
a sub-code named Mentioned AASHTO was created for times when an engineer mentioned that
he or she used the AASHTO Manual (27) to help describe SD. Additional analyses were
conducted iteratively to ensure that all interviews had been analyzed with the same codes; a
practice called the constant comparative method (26).
Research results partially resulted from counting the number of times items were coded
in specific categories, and how many times they were coded for each participant. For example,
there were 3 quotes in the sub-code ENGR Describe SD-Mentioned AASHTO-, so it can be
concluded that 3 out of 29 engineers (10.7%) mentioned the AASHTO manual in the response to
this one specific question. A compilation of counted codes, like the previous example, can lead
to the creation of statements such as: very few of the engineers (10.7%) mentioned the AASHTO
manual while describing SD. The majority (46.1%) referenced SSD while describing SD.
Therefore it can be assumed that engineers associate SD with SSD more than they associate it
with the AASHTO manual.
Further example sets of codes used for data analysis of interviews in NVivo are presented
in Table 2. Creating numerous summary statements, like the examples included in Table 2, result
in an accurate and coherent picture of the conceptual understandings of the participants.
Using the previously defined coding and analysis procedures the data was examined to find
embedded knowledge. Knowledge was considered embedded if it fit one of the following three
criteria:
•

Text from participants’ discussions about engineering designs that was not otherwise
present in other portions of interview data.
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•

Instructors explicit mention of concepts that were part of engineering design but that he
or she did include in the course.

•

Knowledge commonly cited by engineers and not by instructors.

TABLE 2 Example of NVivo Coding Process

Engineers:
First-pass code
Describe SD

Role of SD/SSD in
Geometric Design

Second-pass code
Mentioned AASHTO
Mentioned SSD
Threat/obstacle
How far you can see
Most important role
Role must be balanced

%
10.7
46.1
30.7
42.3
82.8
17.2

Example of Summary Statement
Many engineers mentioned SSD
when describing SD
Most thought SD/SSD were the
controlling features in geometric
design

Analysis of Instructors’ Printed Material
Course notes and textbooks were used in conjunction with verbal responses to gain a holistic
view of instructors’ teaching approaches. Material related to SD and SSD was analyzed in three
textbooks. Printed material was analyzed by searching for evidence of specific approaches to
concepts (e.g., deductive teaching, inductive teaching, and problem- and project-based learning).
The order, style, and complexity of the information were also studied.
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RESULTS
Results are presented, first, by the common findings among engineers and instructors, followed
by the differences that are considered to be embedded or situated knowledge. Findings related to
the presence, or lack thereof, of this embedded knowledge in teaching materials and textbooks
follow. Finally, the results are used to draw conclusions about the match between practitioner’s
embedded knowledge and the ways in which transportation is taught, and make
recommendations on addressing the gap between instruction and practice.
Common Knowledge
Considering the content of the entire interview, engineers and instructors have similar
understandings of SD and SSD as they relate to geometric design. For example, participants from
both groups spoke of traffic signals, vertical and horizontal alignments, and obstacles when
describing SD and SSD. Almost every participant interviewed referenced the AASHTO manual
at some point in the interview (most instructors did not teach with it, but still acknowledged its
importance in geometric design). The importance of SD and SSD for safety was also
acknowledged in the majority of interviews. When defining SD and SSD, both groups of
participants often mentioned one term while speaking of the other and often situated the terms in
context. Participants’ descriptions of SSD were typically like one of the following quotes:
Instructor 11: [SSD is] related to sight distance...interrelated, but throwing a speed in
there…is how we differentiate between the two.
Engineer15: I guess kind of the spin-off of my response to sight distance. Again, a
driver's perception of a hazard or an object in the roadway and that driver having ample
distance to stop to avoid the object or the hazard.
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While on the surface level engineers’ and instructors’ responses show a similarity in
understanding and basic definitions, further analysis revealed differences in embedded
knowledge.
Embedded Knowledge
While engineers and instructors generally had similar understandings of SD and SSD, the use of
context in their definitions and the methods with which they described determining SD and SSD
were very different. Engineers also commonly discussed situations where minimum criteria
could not be met. Finally, the use and value of computer software in teaching revealed embedded
approaches to SD and SSD. Each of these differences will be discussed individually in subsections below.
Defining Terms and Context
Instructors defined the term SD with much less context than engineers. The majority of
instructors (13 of 19) only embedded one additional concept into the definition. Two instructors
embedded 2 terms and 4 instructors embedded 4 terms. Engineers were much more elaborate in
their definitions of the term, with the majority (20 of 29) embedding 3 or more contexts into the
concept. Only 3 of the 29 engineers embedded only 1 additional context. Below are quotes that
show varying levels of embedded knowledge when participants described SD. The contexts
given in each quote are bolded.
Engineer 1: I would describe it as the distance that you can see from any particular spot
on a roadway, in-between any obstructions on the road, off the road, or created by the
road itself. (4 contexts given)
Engineer 20: …It’s the clear distance that you could see to perceive an object or a
hazard or an oncoming vehicle on the roadway. (3 contexts given)
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Instructor 17: Simply the amount of visibility available to the driver at any particular
point along the roadway. (1 context given)
Instructor 18: I guess the distance that you could see down the road at any point along
the roadway. (1 context given)
These quotes on describing SD show that even though many instructors and engineers often
fundamentally think about the subjects in the same manner, engineers tend to give a more
embedded definition that includes site-specific terminology, while instructors seem to search for
definitions encompassing all circumstances.
Determining SD and SSD
The way in which engineers and instructors determine SD and SSD was very different. Nine
engineers mentioned that SD and SSD can be found in the field, and all 29 engineers mentioned
it could be found by looking it up in the AASHTO, local, state, or city manual. Instructors most
often discussed teaching students to find SD and SSD by looking up the equations in the text (7
instructors) or course notes (10 instructors). Only four instructors mentioned referencing
AASHTO, and only one mentioned referencing a local manual:
Engineer 19: As far as determination in this agency, again, we use the formulas and
tables in our (state) Manual.
Instructor 11: The same way [as sight distance], using calculations and using the tables
[from the text].
Instructors usually limited their references to textbook and course notes which effectively limits
the context to only that specific course, while the engineers’ references were more broadly
embedded in regional or legislative requirements.
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Instances When SD and SSD Minimum Criteria Are Not Met
When discussing engineering design projects that included concepts of SD and SSD, engineers
often cited projects where minimum design criteria were not met. Engineers commonly referred
to this as the biggest challenge with SD and SSD in geometric design, and indicated that this
situation often lead to more iteration in a design and/or using signs or warnings for the upcoming
hazard. For example, Engineer 10 discussed mitigating the problem:
Engineer 10: If you've already looked at it [the minimum sight distance criteria] and
there's nothing you can do with it- you can't take the right of way, then you have to find
ways to address it to make sure it's safe, to alert the drivers ahead of time by using
different types of either signing or beacons or something like that to let people know and
alert [them] to an upcoming situation hazard.
The problems associated with designs that do not meet the minimum criteria were a central part
of the engineers’ ways of thinking about SD and SSD, but were entirely absent from the
instructors’ interviews, course notes, and textbooks.
Use of Computer Software
The majority of engineers (21 of the 29) stated that they frequently used computer programs to
help them determine SD and SSD. Two other engineers stated that co-workers use programs but,
by choice, these engineers chose to calculate SD and SSD by hand. Most frequently mentioned
of the programs were MicroStation and AutoCAD and their respective 3D add-ons. Engineer 26
explained the simplicity and ease of use of Microstation’s 3D program, InRoads:
Engineer 26: … basically our design manual, all the parameters and criteria are built
into our program.
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Engineer 2 explains why computer programs are an integral part of his work day and describes
the multiple uses of design software:
Engineer 2: [We use] AutoCAD or MicroStation to process data. And then InRoads is
our geometric design software. We could do stopping sight distance calculations within
there.
Unlike the high percentage of engineers, only three instructors spoke of teaching with
computer programs that are frequently used in the field. An additional four instructors stated that
they use computer simulation programs as learning tools, but that these programs are not similar
to those which working engineers use in design. Of the 15 instructors that do not use professional
design programs, none denied the importance and frequent use of these programs in the
transportation field. Many instructors stated that their reason for not incorporating these
programs in their classroom was due to limitations such as lack of time, money, and resources.
Instructor 18 described his dissatisfaction with including professional software in the classroom
and describes his attempt to still introduce his students to the programs he knows they will see in
the future, saying:
Instructor 18: [Programs have] too steep of a learning curve and we only have three or
four weeks to cover geometric design, it’s really just enough time to get through the
theory and hand calculations.
He continued by mentioning that although he doesn’t teach the software, he does give a
demonstration of it in class. He feels students gain a better understanding if they see what the
final outcome of an engineering design looks like.
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This attempt to incorporate even a small view of transportation software into the
classroom is more than many instructors include. Instructor 2 describes his reason for not
including geometric design software in his course:
Instructor 2: I used to [include software into the curriculum], but I found it to be kind of
distracting. Students are more concerned with learning the software itself than learning
the concept. And so, I’ve since gone away from that. I mean it’s useful from the
standpoint of going into practice and being able to hit the ground running…
[MicroStation] is a very powerful software, but it takes a long time to use and there’s just
not enough time to do that in a classroom setting.
For a majority of the engineers interviewed, a significant amount of their time working with SD
and SSD involves working with design software. While the instructors did not discredit the
importance of the software, they seemed challenged by how to effectively include, and teach,
these intensive computer programs in a college classroom setting. Because of these challenges,
16 of the 19 instructors purposefully did not use computer aid design programs in their course.
Knowledge of SD and SSD in Textbooks and Course Notes
In the textbooks used by instructors, topics were often presented in ways largely removed from
the contexts of the working field. Many concepts were defined by variables and not necessarily
by the functional use of the concept. Definitions of these terms were embedded in paragraphs
and surrounded by variables. Context was sometimes visible in the text but often hard to find.
For example, the index of one transportation textbook leads the reader to find the definition of
SSD in the middle of one chapter. This definition states that SSD is the sum of two equations
from the previous chapter. When the reader references the previous chapter, the explanations of
the two equations are in different sections and defined by another set of variables. If the reader
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looks at the paragraphs above and below the equations, a definition for each equation can be
inferred but is not simply stated. Disconnected definitions and definitions defined by variables,
like this example, create challenges for novice learners trying to grasp the embedded
understanding of a term.

This is also an excellent example of an important point in the

discussion of embedded knowledge; it is not that the students learn about SD and SSD without
any context, but rather that the context they learn it in is different from the one they will be
applying it in. The cross-referencing and equation-based approach of the textbook can be
viewed as a form of deeply embedded knowledge. The problem is that it is embedded in a
context that will not necessarily help students as they transition to practicing engineers.
The definitions given by the instructors during the interviews were much more
straightforward than the definitions found in the text. When Instructor 9 was asked how she
would describe SSD to one of her students she gave this simple yet complete definition:
Instructor 9: …stopping sight distance is the required distance for the time from when
somebody initially perceives an object or something that requires an action to the ending
when a vehicle stops. So it includes two components; the time that the vehicle [is]
traveling while the reaction [is] happening and the time that the vehicle [is] decelerating
and stopping.
Course notes provided somewhat of a bridge between the theoretical explanations of the
text and the complete, contextualized definitions given by the professors. Course notes often
paralleled the text by defining concepts in terms of variables and going into great depth by
showing derivations of the equations. Minimal emphasis (although more than in the textbooks)
was placed on explaining the real world value of the geometric design concepts in the course
notes. Some instructors broke from the lecture to include their own engineering-design-related
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board examples or computer demonstrations. One instructor even had an entire lecture devoted to
the contextualized use of geometric design concepts. However, these examples of embedded
knowledge represent a small proportion of the total.
Complete data was not collected on homework assignments, examinations, and course
projects; and course instruction was not observed. It is possible that these resources contained
more design-like embedded knowledge than course notes and textbooks. Because course
instruction was not observed, it is hard to speculate which portions of notes instructors
emphasize and explain the most. Furthermore, instructor descriptions of their courses showed
that their lectures are more closely related to the text than to practice-based knowledge contexts.
Even considering the possibility of real-world design projects or verbal emphasis on
contextualized facets of the class notes, the data collected here shows that the majority of the
material presented in class was not embedded in contexts that are relevant to practicing design
engineers.
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DISCUSSION
The results presented here suggest that students are learning concepts without the context that
would allow them to usefully apply them in engineering practice. It is worth noting again that
the problem is not that the instructors somehow fail to include context, but rather that the context
of the courses is different. For example, many transportation engineering design their courses
for coverage of large quantities of equation-based problem solving at the expense of real-world
problem based concepts. courses include additional content rather than more real-world
examples of core concepts. In these curricula, it is rare to see mention of many of the vital
concerns of any transportation design, including referencing relevant design manuals, efficient
use of technology, or the host of interactions and compromises with other professionals (e.g
surveyors or city officials). Thus, while the emphasis is on ensuring that students possess broad
content knowledge, they are not developing sufficiently embedded knowledge that would allow
them to directly apply this knowledge in the working field.
When considered together, the subtly different ways of approaching SD and SSD
between practicing engineers and instructors suggest that in the two contexts (engineering
practice and engineering education) the concepts would appear to be very different. For the
engineers, SD and SSD are demands from other people (legislators or the authors of pertinent
codes) that cannot always be met, but must always be considered within the context of designing
safe and efficient roads. For the instructors, and even more markedly so for the textbooks, SD
and SSD are values to be calculated. In the first understanding, they are dynamic, socially
defined ideas, while in the second they are abstract and rigid relationships between variables.
Both conceptualizations are correct in their own context, but imagine the conundrum of a student
used to manipulating equations and variables who is suddenly asked to design a road in a case
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where the project constraints conflict with one another. This case, while frustratingly common in
engineering practice, is not even considered possible in the student’s previous context.
Recommendations
Bringing embedded knowledge to the classroom and improving student learning requires new
approaches to learning and instruction. Although these issues are not mutually exclusive, they
are approached independently in the discussion below.
Learning Embedded Knowledge
Evidence from this and other studies indicates that most university educators use a
lecture-based deductive approach (28). Lecture was specifically mentioned by 15 of the 19
instructors as a primary way of educating students. The limitations of lecture as the sole
approach to classroom learning have been established and multitudes of alternative approaches,
have been shown to improve student learning (28-30); they will not be discussed further here.
The focus of the recommendations is not on how the classroom environment should be designed,
but instead on how the content is organized and approached.
The commonly used deductive approach is potentially problematic, especially when
considering the tasks that students are asked to complete as practicing engineers and the
embedded knowledge required to complete these tasks. A deductive teaching approach generally
refers to providing students with rules and equations and then asking them to use these equations
to solve problems. This is in stark contrast to an inductive approach where students are provided
with data or relevant problems and are guided in making sense of the data themselves, including
identifying key relationships and variables (13). The instructor’s role in inductive learning is to
ask probing questions and to provide appropriate resources (31). The benefits of inductive
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teaching include emphasis on critical thinking, learning knowledge within a common context,
and increasing students’ involvement in course learning.
Aside from the more general benefits, the results of this study suggest that the ways in
which inductive learning is embedded in the context of engineering problems would provide an
additional benefit to students preparing to enter the workforce. In a sense, courses designed
around inductive learning would provide graduates with small bouts of content-specific and
relevant work experience. These benefits could be enhanced by drawing on the research into
problem- and project-based learning (32). Researchers in this area have identified the benefits of
using “real-life” problem-solving as a teaching tool. If inductive learning was encouraged while
solving an engineering problem actually drawn from engineering practice, students’ learning
would be improved and would be more relevant to engineering practice.
Teaching Embedded Knowledge
Although the research provides clear suggestions as to what kinds of learning encourage
the development of embedded knowledge, the fact remains that most undergraduate engineering
courses do not use these methods. The most obvious possible reason for not including inductive,
problem-based learning is that the instructors might lack relevant or recent design experience,
and are therefore not able to integrate it into their courses.

A similarly straightforward

explanation would be the ever-present problem of time-constraints. As admitted by instructors in
this study when discussing software, this integration requires a substantial time commitment,
both in terms of the instructor’s efforts in preparing the material and the class time taken up in
presenting it.
For those instructors who do lack relevant engineering design experience the integration
of engineers is vital if the tenets of situated cognition mentioned previously are accepted, and if
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it is believed that tacit knowledge of a field is not in written form (found to be true in many
research studies e.g. 5). There are several approaches to accomplish this. Senior design courses
across the country include mentorship and assessment from engineering practitioners (19). While
clearly valuable, this extensive commitment is probably not reasonable across a variety of junior
and senior level design courses. Recent course development and implementation efforts include
practicing engineers as students in senior level design courses, providing substantial potential for
interaction between students with and without engineering design experience (33).

This

potential is amplified by online or remotely delivered courses, providing access to individuals off
campus. Finally, online studio based learning environments have been developed that allow for
feedback from individuals at remote locations that can be anonymous (34). Admittedly, in all
cases these require time-strapped working engineers to commit time to engineering education.
Substantial involvement by engineers in senior design courses indicates that involvement is
possible, but it is likely to be the most significant challenge.
The findings of this research, however, highlight an additional problem limiting the
development of embedded knowledge in engineering courses. Somewhat surprisingly, most of
the instructors interviewed in this research have some engineering design experience; 10 of the
19 instructors hold professional engineering licenses, and 6 of the remaining 9 had more than 5
years working experience. Their reasons for excluding these contexts from the classroom
therefore must be something more complicated than a lack of experience. Similarly, the way the
instructors in this sample spoke about the inclusion of design software shows that their timemanagement decisions in course design are actually prioritization decisions. Instructors said that
they could not teach about the software because they had “just enough time to get through the
theory and hand calculations” In other words, many of the participants in this study chose to
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teach SD and SSD separate from the context of engineering practice not because they did not
have the knowledge and understanding, but because they would rather not. This poses an
entirely different challenge, and one that must first be more fully understood through further
research.
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CONCLUSION
Transportation

engineering

instructors’

and

transportation

engineering

practitioners’

understandings of geometric design principles were found to be similar in content, but not in
context. While the amount, depth, and degree of information each set of participants knew were
alike, the applications in which each set of participants chose to frame their knowledge was
different. The context of undergraduate transportation engineering courses may be placing
students at a disadvantage because they are not gaining the embedded knowledge that is
necessary to help them apply their knowledge in practice.
In order to help students develop knowledge embedded in the context of engineering
practice, research projects characterizing the embedded knowledge of practitioners are necessary
across engineering subjects. Researchers could find the answers to questions like; what makes
engineers’ and instructors’ understandings different, did they learn these concepts differently,
and how could instructors learn to incorporate the knowledge unfamiliar to them into their
classrooms?

Additionally, by comparing instructors’ methods of teaching to engineers’

processes of using knowledge, researchers could help instructors develop pedagogy that would
more productively prepare their students for the working field.
There is great potential for this type of research to improve engineering education and
student preparation for the engineering workforce. By investing in the improvement of courses
devoted to future engineers, we are ultimately investing in the future of our nation’s
infrastructure, safety, and wellbeing.
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